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Safety Spots: Decks, Halls & Storage
Many apartments are designed with small decks on each unit so that tenants can enjoy time in
the fresh air. Unfortunately, some decks are cluttered with outdoor storage. Others are
equipped with grills and ashtrays which are two “deck hot spots” and the risk is often
underestimated by managers and tenants.
Some tenants enjoy barbecuing on their deck but neglect to keep a watchful eye on what they
are cooking and the height of the flames. Depending on the design of the deck, open flames
can reach the deck roofing, siding and soffits and ignite a major fire. While propane grills are
statistically much safer than charcoal models, propane bottles greatly accelerate the spread of
flame should even a small fire start in another apartment and spread to any deck holding a
propane grill. The fire code does prohibit grills on apartment decks, however the State of
Washington decided to not adopt that section of the code. Owners and managers can however
designate common areas away from individual units on the property for safer grilling spaces.
More tenants are now smoking outside their units,
which improves air quality indoors but still requires
careful and complete disposal of the remains.
Spokane has experienced significant fire loss in
multifamily residences because smokers thought that
the “dirt” in a potted plant would serve as a good
ashtray and extinguish a cigarette. They had no idea
that potting soil contains organic material that
enables the cigarette to smolder for a long time
before bursting into flame. In recent years, several
The safest way to extinguish a cigarette
large apartments lost multiple units because of a
is with a container filled with sand.
simple cigarette stubbed out in a potted plant. If your
apartment complex is decorated with potted plants,
keep firesafe ashtrays nearby. If smoking is allowed on decks, alert tenants to the fact that
potting soil will burn: it’s not dirt!
Fire codes are created to prevent repeated harm to people and property. For example, units
with interior hallways, require 4 foot wall-to-wall walking space in the event of a fire emergency.
That space should not be compromised by tenants adding “touch of home” decorations that
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